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NotebookDiary, Planner
Bring a magical touch to your studies with this weekly planner inspired by the Harry Potter films. Following the 2020–2021
academic calendar (July–June), this planner shows one week per spread, offering students plenty of room to track and record
homework reminders, test dates, study sessions, and more. Featuring elegant graphics and imagery from the films throughout, this
planner also includes a sheet of sticker tabs, a ribbon marker, an elastic enclosure, and a pocket for storing keepsakes and
mementos.
When looking at the travel journals of Giancarlo Iliprandi, one of the masters of Italian graphic design, you can see how sketching
can become a way of looking at reality, and therefore a way of designing communication. Travel journals and bundles of paper
filled with sketches and drawings show, much like the engine underneath the bonnet, the processes that make Iliprandi tick. As he
himself says «action precedes thought» and, in this case, it is the sketch precedes the birth of the idea.
Does your heart feel the pull of nature and do you hear the whispers of the ancestors on the breeze? Do you bask in the power of
the sun and the moon, welcome the cycles of the seasons and yearn for a deep connection with the earth? Witches have been
around since the beginning of time, harnessing magick and connecting with higher powers. They were the wise ones of the village
and used their knowledge of nature to heal the sick and restore balance to the world around them. The 2022 Witch's Diary will
awaken the witch within and help you discover the freedom to express who you truly are. This practical guide will show you how to
harness the magic of nature, reclaim your personal power through the discovery of ancient wisdom and embrace the feminine
divine. You will journey through the year, learning to work with the forces of nature through spell work, incantations, rituals, sigils,
age-old recipes and charms that use herbs, candles and crystals. This is a must-have magickal tool for anyone who has a love of
the natural world and wants to bring the power and magick of the old ways into their everyday lives.
About this item Large classic notebook with 120 ruled pages for notes, lists, musings, and more available in two type paperback
and hardcover measures 15.24 by 22.86 cm Colour Black Ruling type Ruled Paper weight: 55 pound, 90 grams per square meter
This Password book is designed to keep all your important website addresses, usernames, and passwords in one secure and
convenient place.The Pages are arranged in alphabetical order, so you can easily and quickly find what you are looking!!Features:
plenty of space: 120 pagesAlphabetized pages Premium matte cover designPerfectly Sized at 6" x 9
universal planner, monthly to-do list for every occasion, at home,in work,in journey
The High Performance Planner, created and field-tested by Brendon Burchard, the world's leading high performance coach, is a 2-in-1
planner and journal based on the largest study of how high performers increase productivity and create the positive mindset and habits
needed to win the day. This planner will help ambitious professionals think more strategically, prioritize like a pro, achieve their goals faster
and become more focused, happier and productive. It includes useful tools such as: - morning mindset journal prompts and evening
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scorecards - daily goal boxes - weekly habit assessments - monthly project planning - whole life balance sheets Ultimately, the planner will
teach the reader the personal and professional habits proven to lead to long-term success, not just in their work, but in every facet of their life.
A long-awaited second cookbook from celebrated architectural designer John Pawson and his wife Catherine
Cute Cat Notebook for primary school girls, boys, also college students, to be used for story writing and other composition practice, as a
planner and a journal. Specifications: Cover Finish: Matte Dimensions: 7.44" x 9.69" (18.9 cm x 24.61 cm) Interior: Blank, White paper, lined
Pages: 100
The drawings of the Dublin based Studio Grafton Architects, one of the most up and coming and hype studio in contemporary architecture,
formed by Ivonne Farrell and Shelley McNamara, that are published here gather together personal looks, references and materials relative to
six projects which have been built or presented at competitions: the Bocconi University in Milan; the extension of the Mackintosh Glasgow
School of Art, the new campus for UTEC University in Lima, the Medical School in Limerick, the Toulouse School of Economics UT1C and
the Solstice Arts Centre in Navan.This book forms an archipelago of fragments which, layered over each other, enable us to narrate a way of
observing and practicing architecture, between the freedom of inspiration and the rationality of the process.
Weekly Planner 2020-2021 - Large format: 8.25" x 10.75" - July 2020 to December 2021 (18 month) - Weekly planner: 2 pages per week with
vertical layout - Year at a glance 2020/2021 - Monthly planner - Weekly schedule - Expense tracker - Contacts - Notes

2022 Nordic Nights Planner - Forest Cottages Part of the Nordic Nights series, this whimsical planner was inspired by the
folk styles and patterns of the Nordic countries. This planner runs from January 1, 2022-December 31, 2022, and
includes monthly spreads, contact pages, holidays, To Do lists, plenty of space for notetaking, dot grid journaling pages,
and decorative images throughout. Product Details: January 1, 2022-December 31, 2022 Whimsical matte cover Printed
on high-quality white paper 8.5x11 inches with plenty of space for notes
Living in accordance with the moon, sun, and stars is one of the fastest ways to happiness and success-so don't be
without your essential Moonology Diary in the year 2021! In this two-colour, illustrated diary, award-winning astrologer
Yasmin Boland gives detailed instructions on how to work with each lunation and use the Moon to manifest your dreams,
achieve your goals, attune to a higher energy, and step into the flow of life. 2021 is the year of the Great Conjunction, an
astrological event the likes of which have not been seen on Earth for seven hundred years-in other words, the perfect
time to create some real magic in your life! Using this diary, you will learn about- the 24 new and full moons of the year,
and which rituals to perform at these times powerful chants and Moon-led affirmations for each zodiac sign the
importance of New Moon wishing-how to do it and why it works when you're going to hit some good luck as planet Jupiter
changes signs Mercury Retrograde-when it is scheduled to happen and how to prepare for it A brand-new feature in this
year's diary is a suggestion for which crystal to use during your Moon rituals and how they can help you during this highvibe lunar year. With lots of exercises and ritual ideas, Moonology Diary 2021 is the must-have tool to manifest more
magic into your life.
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This undated weekly planner notepad features iconic imagery from the Harry Potter™ films and is a perfect gift for Harry
Potter fans. • START PLANNING NOW: Fill in the days of the week on this undated weekly planner to start a year of
planning any time. • 52 PAGES: A page a week provides room to plan all of your activities, priorities, and projects for a
year. • CONVENIENT SIZE: This undated planner notepad is 8.5 x 11 inches, perfect for your desktop to keep track of
important dates, deadlines, or weekly goals. • PERFECT FOR STUDENTS AND ADULTS: Get organized like a boss!
This undated planner notepad is perfect for keeping both students and adult professionals organized.
Nancy Drew and The Parent Trap come together in this bright, funny and clever middle-grade mystery series with a
stylish twist! For fans of Friday Barnes and Ruby Redfort. Hannah Plum and Patti Woo are staying in a creepy, rundown
chalet in the Shadow Mountains National Park, where Patti's aunt Unjoo works as a ranger. The girls' parents are keen to
spot an ice owl there, but soon, they're all out looking for Unjoo's stolen dog instead. The only clue is a bit of silver wool
on a kennel, and Plum & Woo sense the markings of a crime.?? With rumours of a terrifying silver wolf snapping at their
heels, the girls investigate – at their peril. Who's trying to push them off a ski slope? Is something wicked hiding in the
woods? Could a silver scarf be the key to the dog's disappearance? And is Hannah’s new friend – from the local lolly
shop – really as sweet as he looks??? Hannah and Patti will need to keep their fur-trimmed boots fastened if they’re
going to survive this chilling bird-watching holiday. Well, that’s if they can survive the woods (and each other) first ... In
every Plum & Woo instalment, Hannah and Patti will investigate a surprising and sinister fashion mystery while also
navigating their newly blending family. Brimming with fun, danger and highly relatable tween angst, this series is perfect
for readers aged 9+!
A collection of the year's best essays, selected by award-winning journalist and New Yorker staff writer Kathryn Schulz
"The world is abundant even in bad times,"guest editor Kathryn Schulz writes in her introduction, "it is lush with
interestingness, and always, somewhere, offering up consolation or beauty or humor or happiness, or at least the hope of
future happiness."The essays Schulz selected are a powerful time capsule of 2020, showcasing that even if our lives as
we knew them stopped, the beauty to be found in them flourished. From an intimate account of nursing a loved one in the
early days of the pandemic, to a masterful portrait of grieving the loss of a husband as the country grieved the loss of
George Floyd, this collection brilliantly shapes the grief, hardship, and hope of a singular year. The Best American
Essays 2021 includes ELIZABETH ALEXANDER - HILTON ALS - GABRIELLE HAMILTON - RUCHIR JOSHI PATRICIA LOCKWOOD- CLAIRE MESSUD - WESLEY MORRIS - BETH NGUYEN - JESMYN WARD and others
Some of our busiest relationships are with our planners and diaries - those trusty places to scribble big plans, little
reminders and anything that reminds and inspires you throughout the day. This 12 month planner superbly puts together
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a year, month and week by week overview, alongside square grid pages for notes. The week-by-week pages combines a
daily calendar alongside space for a to-do-list. Choose our softback planner, and let's get things organised!: )
A slimline diary available in dark blue boards with marker ribbon. Indispensable for all those connected with the
University of Oxford, containing dates of degree days, dates of terms; details of university officers, departments and
institutes, religious dates, national holidays, trains, airports, coaches, and much more.
Take joy from colour and the magic it can bring to the spaces we inhabit.
Record your dreams, make grand plans, and discover your true self as you journal within the pages of this elegant
journal. Lightly-lined writing pages provide plenty of space for personal reflection, sketching, making lists, or jotting down
quotations or poems. Acid-free archival paper takes pen beautifully. Journal cover is a reproduction of a 19th-century
gold-tooled binding of a volume of poems by Dante Gabriel Rossetti, who wrote, ''Bless love and hope, true soul; for we
are here.'' Sophisticated design is embellished with delicate gold foil tracery. Raised embossing lends dimension. A gold
satin ribbon bookmark marks your place. Gilded-gold page edging is a classic touch. Journal measures 6-1/4 inches wide
by 8-1/4 inches high. 160 pages.
Weekly Planner Undated Keep your plans simple and clean in our stylish new range of undated minimalist planners.
Completely free from any embellishments, and with fine grey lines, you are free to let your creativity shine. Our slim-line
undated weekly planner has cleverly designed grid layouts for 12 months and 52 weeks, with plenty of space to take note
of appointments, timetables, events and more. Suitable for use as a work, study or personal planner, our undated
planners allow you to start your planning any day of the year - no waiting until the new year. Minimalist planners are
perfect for prettying up with stickers and washi tape, or keep it clean and tidy for an understated look. Our minimalist
planners are available in a wide range of colors and designs. Browse our Author Profile to find your perfect one. Undated
Planner Details: Minimal planner with no fixed dates or embellishments Monthly and weekly views for 12 months and 52
weeks 97 pages, including 14 blank 'notes' pages Printed on high-quality, off-white paper Floral design cover with a soft
matte finish Designed lovingly by Pretty Planners Scroll up and purchase your undated weekly planner today.
An undated planner to track important dates and events, as well as to-do lists and personal goals. You’ll never forget an
important date again with this flexible planner that can be used every year to remind yourself of birthdays, anniversaries,
and other memorable events. It doesn't matter on what day, month, or year you begin, this undated planner lets you kick
off your scheduling any time you wish, and for any 12-month period you choose. With space to record monthly to-do lists
and goals, you can plan not just your schedule, but also what you hope to achieve throughout the year. Also included are
two sheets of colorful stickers that you can use to highlight important dates and events.
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Student Planner 2020-2021 is an academic planner covering academic year . There are Daily, Weekly and Monthly
spaces to write your notes. There is also a section every page to write your "To Do Lists". Specifications: Dimensions:
Letter Size Soft, matte laminated paperback cover 111 pages 6"x9"
The late designer Milton Glaser once said, "The most overused word, creativity, should in fact be described as discovery." This
revealing peek inside Glaser's never-before-published journals offers uncommon insight into his design process. Through notes,
drawings, and sketches from his home in New York City and his travels throughout Italy, France, and Spain, Glaser inspires the
reader to find meaning in even the smallest details: a cat, a stage set, a portrait, a building--all aresignificant. "The joyfulness of art
is discovering the connections themselves," Glaser wrote. A brief introduction by Glaser and an interview conducted by Jeremy
Elias, originally printed in theNew York Times, are included.
MOLESKINE WEEKLY PLANNER: Moleskine weekly planners are perfect planners for business planning, bullet journals, travel
planning, We're dedicated to culture, travel, memory, imagination, & personal identity--both physical & digital. We bring this
commitment to our notebooks, bags, apps & smart pens & notebooks.
Shocked by the fall of France in 1940, panicked US leaders rushed to back the Vichy government—a fateful decision that nearly
destroyed the Anglo–American alliance. According to US Secretary of War Henry Stimson, the “most shocking single event” of
World War II was not the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, but rather the fall of France in spring 1940. Michael Neiberg offers a
dramatic history of the American response—a policy marked by panic and moral ineptitude, which placed the United States in
league with fascism and nearly ruined the alliance with Britain. The successful Nazi invasion of France destabilized American
planners’ strategic assumptions. At home, the result was huge increases in defense spending, the advent of peacetime military
conscription, and domestic spying to weed out potential fifth columnists. Abroad, the United States decided to work with Vichy
France despite its pro-Nazi tendencies. The US–Vichy partnership, intended to buy time and temper the flames of war in Europe,
severely strained Anglo–American relations. American leaders naively believed that they could woo men like Philippe Pétain,
preventing France from becoming a formal German ally. The British, however, understood that Vichy was subservient to Nazi
Germany and instead supported resistance figures such as Charles de Gaulle. After the war, the choice to back Vichy tainted
US–French relations for decades. Our collective memory of World War II as a period of American strength overlooks the
desperation and faulty decision making that drove US policy from 1940 to 1943. Tracing the key diplomatic and strategic moves of
these formative years, When France Fell gives us a more nuanced and complete understanding of the war and of the global
position the United States would occupy afterward.
Join in the zany world of the Real Pigeons with an action-packed 256-piece puzzle and book set! The REAL PIGEONS are a
squad of crime-fighting heroes who solve mysteries! Like why have all the breadcrumbs disappeared? Who on earth is kidnapping
bats? And can the pigeons avert a DINNER DISASTER?? And once you've LAUGHED yourself silly through the first book in the
REAL PIGEONS series, complete the puzzle to bring all the heroes and baddies together! Ever wonder why pigeons always act so
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weird? It's because they're out there chasing the bad guys and saving your butts! Did you know your city is protected by a secret
squad of crime-fighting pigeons? It's true! With master of disguise Rock Pigeon, bendy Tumbler, strong Frillback and super-finder
Homey, the REAL PIGEONS will solve any mystery and fight any bad guy to keep the city safe! With over 200,000 books in print
and legions of fans worldwide, the REAL PIGEONS series is perfect for fans of Bad Guys and Dog Man. Every book contains
THREE hilarious, silly and engrossing mysteries! Shortlisted for the 2019 Readings Children's Book Prize and the 2019 & 2020
ABIA Book of the Year for Younger Children.
The ultimate cookbook for outdoor eating and covid-safe gatherings.
Renowned graphic designer and author Louise Fili takes us on a personal tour through her most famous brands, books, and
packaging. This peek behind-the-scenes shows how research and vintage typography give rise to her unique and ingenious
designs. She explains how her work--still done by hand--transforms from early sketches to final design. Her instantly recognizable
style, elegant and timeless, takes shape on the page before our eyes. Also included are Fili's copyright pages, which are works of
art in their own right. All content appears in print for the first time.
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